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In papers [1J and [3J there have been deduced simple sufficient conditions for 
the monotonicity of the sequence of zero points of an arbi trary integral of the 
differential equation 
(q) //" + q(t) y = 0 
in the interval I == (a, 6). where a < 6, ae Elf b e E{ — E\ u (oo). 
In paper [6] J . Vosmansky have deduced simple sufficient conditions for the mono-
tonicity of the sequence of extremants of an arbi trary integral of the differential 
equation (q) in the interval I. By "ex t remant" of the function y(t) e Cz(I) we under-
stand any number i e I. in which the function y(t) acquires an extreme value (local 
sharply). 
The subject of this paper is to investigate these questions so that above-mentioned 
results will be their special case. 
In paper [2] M. Laitoch have introduced a notion of the solution of the differential 
equation (q) with regard to the basis [a, /?]. By this solution we understand a function 
ocu + /3u\ where u(t) is a solution of equation (q), and a, /? are arbitrary but fixly 
chosen constants with the property a2 + /32 > 0. In paper [2] it is also introduced 
the first accompanying equation (Q) towards the differential equation (q) with regard 
to the basis [a, /?] in the form 
(Q) \f + Q(t) y = 0, 
where 
a2 + pq 2 a2 + p2q 4 (a2 + 02q)2 
by assumption that q(t) e Ci(I), q(t) > 0 for any t el (I is above — mentioned interval). 
In paper [2] there is proved tha t for every integral u(t) of equation (q) the function 
h2 + Pi 
is an integral of equation (Q) and, conversely, for every integral U(t) of equation (Q) 
there exists an integral u(t) of equation (q) such tha t there holds: 
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a м + ^' =. Щt). 
V«2" + £2<? 
Agreement 1: In further investigations we shall assume tha t the carrier q(t) of 
equation (q) belongs a t least to the class O2(I) and t ha t q(t) > 0 for any t e I. 
A function F(t) is said to be of class Mn(a, b) or monotone of order n in the interval 
J = (a, b) (see [1] or [6]), if i t has n ^ 0 continuous derivatives F(°\ F", . . . , F{n\ 
complying with the relation 
(— \ )Wi \ t ) ^ 0 for t 6 (a, 6) j == 0, 1, 2, . . . , w. 
If the previous inequality is fulfilled for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then the function F(t) will 
said to be completely monotone in (a, b) and we shall denote it by M^(a, b). Mn will 
stand, as abbreviation, for Mn(0, oo). 
Let {tfc} denote the sequence and /\ntkthe n-th differences of the sequence {t#}, so 
tha t 
A°k = k; Atk = tk+1 — tk; ...; A
n « . t = A * " V i - A , l " 1 f c , 
where k = 1, 2, . . . , n = 1, 2, The sequence {t&} will be said to be monotone 
of order n, if 
(—1V A % ^ 0 k =- 0, 1, 2, . . . , j = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
I n the case n = oo the sequence {tk} will be said to be completely monotone. 
Lemma 1: Let g(t) be N-times differentiate function in the interval I fulfilling the 
condition 
(1) (_ i )n+yn)( j ) :> o n = I, 2, ..., N; t e I. 
Let (p(t) be N-times differentiate function on the set g(I). fulfilling 
(2) (—l)»<p(">(t) ^ 0 n =l,2,...,N;te g(I). 
Then there holds 
(3) (—l)nV"tVW)] =i} * = 1, 2- ...,N;teI, 
where Dnt denotes the n-th derivative by t. If there holds g'(t) > 0 and a sharp inequality 
in (2) or if there holds cp'(t) < 0 and a sharp inequality in (1), so there holds a sharp 
inequality in (3). 
P r o o f : (see paper [5] pg. 1241). 
Lemma 2: Let an agreewent 1 hold. Let q'(t) e Mn(a, b), n ^ 2. Let oc(3 rg 0. Then 
or the carrier Q(t) of equation (Q) there holds 
Q'(t)eMn-2(a, b) 
and in the case b = oo there holds Q(co) = q(oo). 
P r o o f : Let us consider a carrier Q(t) of equation (Q): 
Q(t) = q , «M - l & 3 ^ 
0L2 + fi2q ' 2 oc2 + fi2q 4 (a 2 + fi2q)2 
If in lemma 1 we substitute g(t) = q(t) and <p(t) = — , then it is obvious t h a t —— 
and also————r—- belong to the class MnA_Aa, b). The function \ • belongs 
oc2 + p2q -«- x / a 2 _j_ p2q2 
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to the class Mn(a, b) because the sum and the product of two functions of the class 
Mn(a, b) is a function belonging again to the class Mn(at b) (see [7] pg. 194). Therefore 
by using lemma 1 we have that 
[ 3 (B2a')2 1 — i , J * L )2\ belongs to the class_Mn^(a, 6), 
ni — — belongs to the class Mn„2(a, 6), and finally 
f L 2 *2 + P2q_ 
A1 » ^ belongs to the class Mn_i(a, b) if L a + p2q J 
a£ ^ 0. Therefore #'(*) e if«_2(a, 6). 
To prove #(oo) = g(oo) we consider two cases: 
a) let q'(oo) = 0. Since g' G Jfw(
a, oo), it is obvious that q"(oo) = 0, ..., g(w+1)(oo) = 
= 0 and therefore Q(oo) = q(oo), 
b) let q'(oo) = c > 0. Since g' G Mn(a, oo), then c < oo, g(oo) = oo. q"(oo) = 0 
hold and therefore Q(oo) — q(oo). 
Agreement 2: Let us denote Mfc = I ., —?. 1 d£, for A > — 1 , where 
•I I V « * -+- I 
tfc 
{^} signifies the sequence of zero points of the function ay + fly', where y(t) is an 
integral of equation (q). Let {£#} denote the sequence of zero points of the function 
&9 + Pit', where g(t) is an arbitrary integral of equation (q), which can but needn't 
be identical with y(t). 
Then the following theorem holds: 
Theorem: Let q(t) > 0 for t e (0, oo) and q' e Mn. Let a | J ^ 0 . Then one has 
(—l)*A'-3-f* ^ 0 , i = 0, 1, ..., n — 2; Jfc = 1, 2, ... 
aiid, iw particular 
(—l)*Ai+1te ^ 0 * = 0, 1, 2, ..., ra — 2 ; f c = 1, 2, ... 
consequently, the sequence of the differences of successive zero points of any functions 
My + ,%'> w&ere £/(£) e (<?) *B tV& ^e interval (0, oo) monotone of order n — 2. Further-
more, if one has t\ > i\, then 
(4) (_l)< A % — fe) ^ 0 i = 0,1, 2, ..., n — 2; Jfc = 1, 2, ... 
Proof: Let y(t) be an arbitrary solution of the differential equation (q). Then 
the function^==^=1===:satisfies differential equation (Q). By lemma 2 Q'(t)eMn_2(a, b) 
]]a2 + £ V 
and Q(oo) > 0. 
Ph. Hartman has shown in [1] that under these assumptions there exist integrals 
Y1? Y2 of equation (Q) such that, for W = Yf + Y\ there holds W e Mn.2. Then 
Tk+1 
by [4], for Nk = f | YW|
A d£, Jfc = 1, 2, ..., where {T*} signifies the sequence of zero 
Tk 
points of the integral Y(t) of equation (Q), we can write 
SI 
(__l)i/V*N* ^ O i = 0, 1, ..., n — 2; k = 1, 2, ... 
and, if Tt > fl, then 
(—1)'A'(-F* — -?*) = 0 i = 0, 1, . ., n — 2; k = 1, 2, .. 
Since YY&2 + W<1 = «2l + ,%'> w e n a v e {r*} ^ 0*}» w n e r e {**} denotes the sequence 
mentioned in agreement 2; there holds 
tk+i я 
i s r f c = - •
 в-/ + ß'' 
/ t , V«
2+>7 
*k 
åt = M* 
and the theorem is being proved. 
From the preceding theorem and theorem 2, 1 from [3] the following corollary 
follows: 
Corollary: If q(t) is not a constant and q'(t) is completely monotone in the interval 
(0, oo), then 
H M % > 0 for all*, k 
and for thai reason, the sequence of zero points of an arbitrary function ocy + fry', where 
y(t) e (q), is completely monotone in (0, oo). The inequalities (4) may then be written 
in a stronger form: 
(—1)* A % — h)>0 for all i, k. 
Remark 1: If in preceding considerations we choose a = l , /S=0, then we get those 
results from paper [1] for the monotonicity of the sequence of zeros of an arbitrary 
integral of equation (q). If we choose a = 0, f} = 1, then we obtain those results from 
[6] for the monotonicity of the sequence of extremants of an arbitrary integral of 
equation (q). 
Remark 2: I t is easy to find out that the functions ocu + $u'\ ocv + fiv', where 
(u, v) is a basis of equation (q), form a fundamental system of solutions of trinomical 
differential equation 
(5) y''~^^y' + {^-^fw)y-^ 
where q(t) is a carrier of equation (q). From the proof of the preceding theorem it is 
obvious that under its assumptions, resp. under assumptions of corollary we obtain 
conditions for the monotonicity of the sequence of zero points of an arbitrary integral 
of equation (5). 
Example: Let a = 1, ft = — 1, and q(t) = 1 — e~x. Then q'(t) = e-* e Moo. 
Therefore by remark 2 the sequence of zero points of an arbitrary integral of equation 
e~x I e~x \ 
+ y' + 11 — e~x — -zr — \y = 0 
is completely monotone in the interval (0, oo). 
Concluding this paper I should like to express my gratitude to Prof. dr. M. Laitoch, 
CSc, and RNDr. J. Vosmansky, CSc, for their valuable remarks and mentions. 
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